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ABSTRACT
In the modern world there have been many strides in the engineering community to
perfect human prosthetics. The main goal of a prosthetic is to eventually have an artificial limb
that can replace a functional one. However, while there have been many strides towards
perfecting human prosthetics it is time to shift attention to the animal kingdom. There aren’t very
many options for animals in terms of prosthetics. The goal of the Kikodot Cat Prosthetic is not
just to create a functional and cheap prosthetic for cats but also to demonstrate the ease and low
cost with the advent of 3D printing. The project has three goals to achieve; reliability,
affordability, and functionality. The main problems with 3D printing were highlighted early in
the project in that one has to carefully consider if a design can be printed properly; there were
many designs that did not lend themselves well to be 3D printed and therefore were discarded.
While the basic design of the prosthetic will work for most cats, the inner workings of the
prosthetic must be designed for each client, in this case the prosthetic was modified for the cat of
the lead engineer. The final design will allow the amputee to move 10 feet 10% faster than
without the prosthetic. The prosthetic can be fully assembled at the cost of $25. The theoretical
benefits of 3D printing as well as the practical benefits of the prosthetic will be discussed.
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1: INTRODUCTION
Description:
All animals, including humans, lose limbs from time to time. Prosthetics have been
created for humans and some other species in order to help make life less difficult. The problem
that this project addresses is cats. There have been splints and wheels made for disabled cats but
this project aims to create a true limb replacement for them.
Motivation:
There is a need for actual limb replacing prosthetics for cats and the primary focus will be
on a product that is as functional as it is cost effective.
Function Statement:
The prosthetic has to replace a limb better than a wheel or peg can.

Requirements:
• -Cost: Each prosthetic should cost no more than $50.
• -Characteristics/Performance: The prosthetic must be able to support 20 pounds, with a
leverage moment of 10lb-ft, the animal must have 30% rigidness.
• -Comfortable: The cat must be able to go two minutes without biting the prosthetic.
Success Criteria:
This project must be able to support the weight of a twenty pound cat and allow the cat to
move ten feet ten seconds faster than without the prosthetic.
Scope of the Project:
This project will require a functional prosthetic complete with everything that one would
need, i.e. fastener or prosthetic sock.

Benchmark:
A similar problem in the modern world is creating fully functional human prosthetics.
This process has essentially developed prosthetics from hooks and pegs up to prosthetic arms
that hook into the brain and are almost as functional as the arms man is born with.
Potential Success:
The aim of this project is to push the need for cat prosthetics so that there will be more
than enough in the market. While the practical goal of the project is to create a functional and
cost effective prosthetic the hope is that it will serve to inspire others to make the lives of
animals easier just as has been done for humans.
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2: DESIGN & ANALYSIS
Approach:
The goal of the cat prosthetic is to make mobility easier for cats with missing arms. The
project will increase the cats speed from getting from one objective to another and thus success
will be measured in how many seconds faster on average a cat will travel with the prosthetic
versus without.
Design Description:
The prosthetic consists of three main parts; the sleeve, the cuff, and the harness. The
sleeve will go around the cat’s missing leg and the “nub” of their leg will rest on a silicon
cushion within the sleeve. The cuff will be Velcro and wrap around the cat’s upper arm, here two
springs will connect the cuff to the sleeve on either side of the cat’s elbow. The Harness will
wrap around the cat’s neck and shoulders much like a harness for walks and will attach to the
cuff over the corresponding shoulder. Refer to Appendix B6.
Benchmarks:
One of the only true cat prosthetics on the market was invented by Karolyn Smith with
the help of Fab Lab San Diego. This was a 3-D printed cat prosthetic originally meant for her
companion Sophie. Originally this was made for a kitten and was very small, she credits the real
challenge of the build to this. This prosthetic allowed Sophie to walk around like a normal cat
although this cat is limited to walking.
Performance Predictions:
After the cat gets used to the prosthetic (i.e. the animal walks around without biting and
stopping irregularly) it will be able to do things like a normal cat. This will further be tested
when the cat is to interact with non-disabled cats to further test mobility.
Description of Analyses:
A1: One of the requirements of the prosthetic is that it must weigh less than a quarter pound.
Using the estimated volume of the sleeve and the density of abs plastic at Central it was
calculated that the sleeve will weigh about .014 pounds.
A2: The prosthetic will be exposed to some forces at all times, one of these is gravity and
another important force is the normal force as it will always be exerted on the sleeve. The sleeve
must be able to withstand a normal force of at least 20 psi. Using the area of the sleeve it was
found that it could withstand 26.3 psi.
A3: Since the prosthetic works similarly to a column strain needed to be considered. Here the
prosthetic is being stretched and compressed due to movement and a normal strain was
calculated. The normal strain on this particular design is .5.
A4: As it was stated in A3 this prosthetic is similar to a column, specifically a long column
therefore the Johnson formula was used. Using some known values of abs plastic the critical
loading was found to be 6857 pounds.
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A5: The cuff of the prosthetic needs to weigh less than .1 pounds so that the animal can easily
walk with it. Taking into account the volume of the cuff from the dimensions it was found that
the minimum weight starts at .0353 pounds.
A7: The spring will be an essential component to the flexing mechanism and therefore certain
parameters needed to be calculated including the spring force while walking and while landing.
The above green sheet shows the spring force exerted while the creature is simply walking.
A8: Cats are often jumping from one place to another so the spring force must be recalculated for
landing versus just walking around. After taking into account how high the average counter or
chair is one can find that the spring force exerted will be around 1470 N/m.
Device: Parts, Shapes and Conformation
The parts that cannot be printed in the lab are the springs and the harness. The springs
will be acquired online with the guidance of Dr. Choi and the harness will be acquired from one
of the local pet stores in Ellensburg.
Device Assembly, Attachments
The device has three main parts which are the harness, the cuff, and the sleeve. The other
parts are the silicon cushion, the two springs and their housings, and a Velcro strip. The cuff and
the sleeve will be held together on either side with one of the springs in their housings. The
harness will connect to the cuff via a Velcro strip. The cuff will latch onto the animal’s upper
arm, the sleeve will slide over the wounded leg, and the harness will wrap around the animal’s
body.
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3: METHODS & CONSTRUCTION
Construction:
The Kikodot Cat Prosthetic was conceived and synthesized at Central Washington
University using a combination of fabric and PLA Plastic. The two main parts, the sleeve and the
cuff will be 3D printed at the Samuelson 3D Printer Shop at Central Washington University. The
harness will be purchased from one of the local pet shops and the Velcro will be purchased from
one of the local craft stores or negotiations with the crafting department in Michaelson will
commence for Velcro as it is a small sum. The springs will be purchased online. After gathering
all the parts the final prosthetic will be assembled.
Description:
In order to assemble the Kikodot Cat Prosthetic one must first securely fasten the harness
to the cat’s body. After this has been done the cuff can be attached to the animal’s upper arm and
then secured with the Velcro to the harness. Lastly the sleeve with the cushion inside will be slid
over the end of the cat’s arm, lastly the springs will be attached to the sleeve and cuff and the
prosthetic will be successfully assembled around the animal.
Since redesigning the prosthetic it was determined that the main device to hook up to was
the cuff. The cuff was redesigned with a Velcro strap inside, removing the need of a harness. The
cuff and sleeve will be attached to the animal separately and then the pistons will be hooked into
the sides of both last, thus completing the prosthetic on the animal’s arm.
18 January, 2019
For the majority of the Kikodot Cat Prosthetic construction the parts will be 3D printed.
This process relies on the accuracy of the STLs that have been designed for the project. While
the parts have started to look closer and closer to a finished product there are still details that had
to be worked out within the week. The main problem was that there were no datums or notes
about the orientation of how the part must be printed, this issue was solved as well as slight
redesigns to parts to make them more “printer friendly.” The rest of the parts for the prosthetic
will be ordered and then machined as needed, so far there is no issues with this plan.
31 January, 2019
This week what was mostly worked on was the website and re-drawings. At the end of
last week on Thursday January 24th Kyle Aitken (an engineer working on another project)
dropped off the STL files for several parts between himself and the Kikodot Cat Prosthetic lead
engineer but, as of Thursday January 31st the parts have still not finished printing. This issue is
unfortunate because the last time parts were dropped off there was a smaller time window and
the parts got done faster. In the future the parts will have to be dropped off as soon as the STL is
ready to avoid time constraints. Other than printing problems everything else is on schedule.
13 February, 2019
This week the harness design assessment started. The first step in making the harness
would be to find a suitable material as there were already two working designs to be considered
for later on. After consulting with Dr. Johnson it was the material was determined to need to be
some sort of fabric. After reworking the cuff to work as a clamp, however, the harness idea was
8

scraped and replaced with a Velcro strap within the cuff. The new design would in theory allow
the prosthetic to be held up from the cuff and remove the complicated extra steps of putting on
and attaching an extra part each time the harness would be taken off or put back on.
Drawing Tree:
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4: TESTING METHOD
Tests:
-Fit: In order to test how well the prosthetic works it will be fitted to multiple cats in order to test
for adjustability and best fit on the arm. In order to generate numbers parameters have been set;
can’t be too tight (x < 1.2”), can’t be too short/long ( 3” < x < 6”, for sleeve and .5” < x < 2” for
the cuff and 1” < x < 3” for the pistons).
-Comfort: In order to test how comfortable the prosthetic is for the animal a series of aspects
must be measured. The first thing most animals do if they are wearing something uncomfortable
is bite at it so the cat must be able to wear the prosthetic for at least 2 minutes without biting at it.
-Mobility: The main purpose of the prosthetic is to increase the cat’s mobility. Using a laser
pointer the cats will be timed on how fast they get from one place to another. This test will be
done multiple times, 3 trials, with and without the prosthetic.
-Permanence: In order to test how permanent of a replacement the prosthetic is it will be left on
the animal for certain time periods in order to see how long the animal can stand using the
prosthetic. The current time periods that will be tested are; two hours, four hours, eight hours,
and full twenty four hour period, these tests will be ran up to three times each in order to
thoroughly test for any discomfort or functionality issues.
First Test:
The first test to be done on the prosthetic involved the development of an epoxy to coat
the bottom in. One of the problems with 3D printing is that both ABS and PLA are plastic and
therefore they both slide on smooth surfaces. To remedy this a meeting with Dr. Johnson was
had to determine a good solution to spread over the bottom of the prosthetic which was to be
made out of a combination of silicone based epoxy an regular pink eraser shavings. This formula
was determined because it is similar to the process one uses to coat the bottom of a canoe, an
epoxy coating to keep it safe and rubber balls mixed in to better absorb impact. Once a solution
was made it was applied to the bottom of a past sleeve and then compared in a test to a noncoated sleeve.
Both sleeves were to have four separate weights inflicted on them; .5lbs, 5lbs, 17.5lbs,
and 35lbs, and then dragged across a smooth counter to test if the epoxy gets the proper amount
of grip. Once the experiment was over it was revealed that a new solution with more eraser
shavings would be made in order to get better traction. Once the new solution is made it will be
coated onto the bottom of the final prosthetic for testing on the primary cat.
First Test Retake:
The first test needed to be repeated in order to test a solution of a different strength. The
first test had a solution that was approximately 80% Loctite to 20% eraser and the second test
used a sample that was 50% of each. After repeating the tests with the new solution it was found
to be successful at gripping the counter with little weight. In order to put numbers into the test a
meeting with Professor Pringle was had and it was determined that a pressure gauge would be
used; the gauge would be placed underneath the prosthetic and the weights would be recorded.
Second Test:
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In order to strengthen the prosthetic a plan was devised to wrap it in a secondary material.
The first material suggested was some spare Kevlar that Dr. Johnson had but a more cost
effective material is fiberglass. In order to properly coat the prosthetic the fiberglass will be
wrapped around the prosthetic and then vacuum-sealed. To test the strength of the newly-coated
sleeve two objects of different weights, five and seven pounds, will be dropped on the sleeve.
The results will be recorded, looking for cracks. Once the test is over it will be determined
whether or not fiberglass will be selected.
Testing Issues
The key issues in testing were printing times. Unfortunately because of the constant need
to remodel parts upon failure there were several weeks that no work could be done. To redesign a
part would usually take no more than an hour but the wait for a 3D print would take anywhere
from two days to one and a half weeks. Sometimes these issues were simple like the orientation
of the part wasn’t right in the printer but sometimes another redesign had to occur to account for
printing errors. Fortunately there weren’t really any other issues with the prosthetic than the
waiting times for reprints so the final models will lack this fault.
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5: BUDGET/SCHEDULE/PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Cost and Budget:
A parts list is shown in Appendix C. The parts list details their identification, description
(specifications), sources and cost.
The biggest parts in the prosthetic will be 3D printed.
While the bulk of the parts were in fact 3D printed there were many issues concerning
financing the project that came up throughout the end of the quarter. The main concern was 3D
printing since this would be the process that would occur for the bulk of the project and the
project redesigns. ABS plastic was six dollars per cubic inch which actually added up very
quickly especially when reprints were considered. This ended up being a dilemma for most of the
class of engineers so a solution was sought out early, the solution for most was turning to the
new 3D printing lab in Samuelson, which was roughly one dollar per printing hour.
Once printing began at the lab in Samuelson the principle engineer learned that the costs could
be student charged through the school and thus payed off later which allowed for more potential
reprints. Unfortunately 3D printing can take a lot of time so many of the issues with the final
project have been waiting of parts. In the meantime of Samuelson printing, parts have been
printed by Riley Smith and James McPherson. The screws were donated by Eric from the
Machine Shop and the Velcro was donated by an anonymous donor.
Schedule:
The main part of the prosthetic is the sleeve which will reach it’s final design and be produced
in the lab by the end of Spring Quarter.
The schedule for this project is constrained by the MET 495 course and is shown in Appendix
E. A schedule guide has been provided. This project will be completed by the last week of
the third quarter.
The bulk of the scheduling done for the Kikodot Cat Prosthetic has been done via
assignments due through the professors of the class, Dr. Choi and Professor Pringle. Many of the
assignments throughout the quarter were to fill in the report at certain dates and when to update
the website, unfortunately even with these as an outline there were many issues with planning the
project. The predominant issue with planning the project during the construction period was that
the parts would take seemingly random times to print. There were some issues with the print
shop in Samuelson in that one of the printers was down and they were getting many submissions
from other projects. Some parts would print in a day and others would take upwards of two
weeks to print. Even in the final week of the quarter there were still parts that had not printed but
this issue was worked out with Professor Pringle as the process is fairly unpredictable.
The second issue with planning this quarter had been financing money for the project,
originally it was thought that all 3D prints would have to be paid for upfront and that the screws
and Velcro would be hard to obtain in the small quantities needed although they were donated
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later on. The print shop issue was also solved via a form of credit. These aspects have cut down
on costs in the short term and allowed for the project to be assembled by the end of the quarter,
right on schedule.
The main goal of the Kikodot Cat Prosthetic was to manufacture a cheap prosthetic for
animals and in order to do this a budget of $50 was proposed at the beginning of the year. After
buying all the correct parts and printing the final prints the prosthetic ended up costing $46. The
main problem was reprints which ended up costing upwards of $30 when it would have cost lest
than $10 had the correct prints been designed in the first place. In the future more FEA and
SolidWorks testing will commence in order to print better prints the first time.
Tasks:
-3D Print the sleeve and the cuff
-Order the springs
-Find the harness at one of the local pet stores
-Design and print the spring casings
Milestones:
-Draft Proposal, 4 December, 2018
-Analyses Mod, 15 January, 2019
-Document Mods, 22 January, 2019
-Final Proposal, 24 January, 2019
-Part Construction, 15 February, 2019
-Device Construct, 22 February, 2019
-Device Evaluation, April 6, 2019
-495 Deliverables, May 23, 2019
Project Management:
The major risk of this product is the animal. It is of the utmost importance that the product be
99% safe before placed on the animal as it may result in pinching of the animal’s arm and
surrounding appendages.
The project’s success will be based on the animal’s overall success at getting from one place
to another using the prosthtic.
The principle engineer on this project was Joseph Watt, their qualifications are outlined in
Appendix G.
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6: DISCUSSION
MET 489A:
The majority of this Fall Quarter was spent designing the Kikodot Cat Prosthetic. The
first part of the quarter was spent designing the sleeve and cuff of the project. Originally these
were going to be connected with fabric but over the course of the quarter this was changed to two
springs with casings in order to prevent pinching of the animal. The sleeve was originally
designed with a silicon cushion in it which is still in the design as of now. The sleeve was later
redesigned with “wings” in order for the springs to be connected to it. The last part in the design
was the harness, this will be bought from a pet store but a special Velcro attachment will be
made in order to mate the harness to the cuff for the full assembly of the prosthetic on the cat.
MET 489B:
25 January, 2019
The first part that was manufactured for the Kikodot Prosthetic was the cuff. The cuff
goes on the “bicep” of the cat and connects the harness to the sleeve. The part was dropped off
for 3D printing on Thursday January 17 and picked up on Tuesday January 22. The part didn’t
have many issues other than the build-up material was a little difficult to remove but, after about
fifteen minutes in the machining lab the cuff was filed down to look more to spec. The cuff has
been tested since it’s printing and it will fit the 3 test subjects fine. The next part to print will be
the sleeve.
25 February, 2019
Since the original cuff has been printed much of the project has since been printed and
reprinted. Once the original sleeve was printed it was immediately fitted to Kiko to see the
reaction. The test set up to do this was to make sure that he was comfortable via petting him until
he was purring, then the sleeve was slipped onto his arm. Kiko proceeded to get up and walk
with the sleeve for a few moments while maintaining purring. The sleeve was then removed and
Kiko was allowed to rest. The sleeve seems to be relatively successful but will need a cushion on
the inside as well as the spring supports in order for it not to cause damage to the wrist.

After the original cuff and sleeve design were printed the harness was turned to and
reworked, see Methods and Construction for more details. After the harness was put on hold
more attention was turned to the original spring design for the elbow joint of the prosthetic.
Upon closer inspection the design wouldn’t work, or would not work given the resources that
were at hand and thus the designs were reworked. The new design would keep the springs but
function with two new parts that would form around the springs and function as pistons.
Once an acceptable design was made for the pistons more attention was turned to the
cuff. The new cuff would be constructed of four parts which included; two pins and two halfcuffs which would mate to resemble the original design. Once assembled the cuff could be
clamped around the animal’s arm and a piece of Velcro inside, secured to the cuff with super
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glue, will wrap around the animal’s arm and fasten it to the cuff. This design removes the hassle
of slipping the cuff all the way up the cat’s arm past the elbow. In this time it was also
determined that the cuff and sleeve would need new thicknesses and the “pins” on the side would
also need to be thickened in order to put screws into. Once the new designs were finished the
STLs were submitted to Samuelson for printing.
Upon picking up all the new parts they were immediately taken to the machine shop to be
touched up. While most of the parts machined well it was immediately determined that part
Piston 2-2 would need to be redesigned to factor in build-up materials. For the next two weeks
the design was tweaked until Professor Pringle helped come up with a suitable design. In the
meantime the new sleeve was determined to have too small of an inner diameter for Kiko and a
new design with a diameter slightly larger than the first sleeve was submitted for printing.
Once the sleeve is assembled once again with all the redesigns the Kikodot Cat Prosthetic
will be ready for testing in the Spring.
MET 489C:
15 April, 2019
The first tests were to develop a solution that would improve the grip of the prosthetic.
The first problem with this was determining how it would adhere to the plastic prosthetic, to
remedy this Dr. Johnson suggested how to make the solution and how to apply it to the
prosthetic. The solution was to be made from a silicon based epoxy and regular pink eraser
shavings. The solution used eraser shavings and Loctite and adhered to the prosthetic without the
need of making grooves. The problem was that the solution that had been made for testing
needed to be remade with more rubber added. This gave the prosthetic an acceptable grip on the
floor.
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7: CONCLUSION
The Kikodot Cat Prosthetic was conceived and synthesized at Central Washington. This
project was designed in order for disabled cats to be able to more easily get around and
reintegrate into normal behavior. The main goal of the prosthetic however, it to allow the chief
engineer’s cat, Kiko, to walk and to play without any unnecessary bruising or pain as the
disfigured cat does in its current state. The cat cannot properly walk on its leg and thanks to the
introduction of the Kikodot Cat Prosthetic the limb will be straightened out and cushioned so that
the animal will be able to more comfortably live its life. The prosthetic features the use of
advanced kinematics and cutting edge 3D printing technology. This product will hopefully push
the market for non-human prosthetics as well as all prosthetics.
The main goals of the project are to cut down on costs and have max efficiency for the
price. The project is eighty percent PLA plastic which will result in a minimum weight and price.
Costing under fifty dollars and weighing under two pounds the prosthetic has reached the main
goals. This project serves to push the limits of what 3D printing and additive manufacturing can
do for both the scientific community and the machining world.
This project meets all the requirements for a successful senior project, including:
1. Having substantive engineering merit in technical dynamics
2. Size and cost within the parameters of the school
3. Being of great interest to pet owners
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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services of the Central Washington University campus, 3D printing and the Machine Shop. It
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APPENDIX B - Sketches, Assembly drawings, Sub-assembly drawings, Part drawings
B1: Sleeve and Cushion Drawing
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B2: Cuff Drawing
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B3: Spring

36

B4: Harness
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B5: Sleeve 1.2
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B6: Assembly
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B7: Cuff
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B8: Pin
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B10: Sleeve 3
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B11: Spring 3

44

B12: Piston 1-1
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B13: Piston 2-2

46

B14: Winter Final Assembly
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APPENDIX C – Parts List and Costs

Item
Item ID Description
3D Printing
1
Material
2
Harness
1
Spring

Item
Source
CWU
TBD

Price/Cost
Brand
(US
Info
Model/SN $/hour)
Stratasys
$1.00 per
Inc.
PLA
print hour
$12.00
$5.00

Quantity
(or hrs)

Cost
Subtotals Actual $

3in^3
1
2
Total:

$6.00
$12.00
$10.00
$28.00

$6.00
$12.72
$10.16
$28.88

APPENDIX D – Budget
Senior Project Parts Budget
RoboCat

Part Ident
Part Ident
PLA Plastic
Velcro
Springs

Part Description
Part Description
Four Cubic Inches
1”x1/4” Velcro strip
Six small compression
springs

Source
Source
CWU
CWU Donation
ACE Hardware
Ellensburg
Total

Cost
Cost
$34.72
$0.00
$11.62

Disposition
TBD
TBD
TBD

$46.34
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APPENDIX E – Schedule
X to indicate work

Note: March x Finals
Note: June x Presentation
Note: June y-z Spr Finals

SCHEDULE FOR SENIOR PROJECT:

PROJECT TITLE: RoboCat
Principal Investigator: Joseph Watt
Duration
TASK: Description
Est.
Actual%Comp.
S October
ID
(hrs)
(hrs)
1

Proposal*
Outline
Intro
Methods
Analysis
Discussion
Parts and Budget
Drawings
Schedule
Summary & Appx
subtotal:

2
3
1
20
2
3
8
2
2
43

2
1
1
12
1.5
1
6
1
1.5
27

Analyses
2a Weight of Sleeve
2b Normal Stress
2c Normal Strain
2d Critical Loading
2e Mass of Cuff
2f Modulus of Elasticity
2g Spring Force (walking)
2h Spring Force (landing)
2i Average Force
2j Deflection
2k Endurance Limit
2l Shear Stress
2m
subtotal:

1
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
17

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
12

X
X

1
0.5
1
1
0.5
1
5

X

subtotal:

1
2
1
2
1
2
9

subtotal:

6
8
4
18

2
6
2
10

1a
1b
1c
1d
1e
1f
1g
1h
1i

2

3+AA32:AK99
Documentation
3a Drawing 1
3b Drawing 2
3c Drawing 3
3d Drawing 4
3e Drawing 5
3f Drawing 6

4

Proposal Mods
4a Project Schedule
4b Project Part Inv.
4c Crit Des Review*

November Dec

Started
Started
Started
Started

January

on time ended late
on time ended on time
late ended late
early ended early

February

March

April

May

June

X X X
X
X
X X X X
X
X
X X
X X X

X
X
X
X X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X X X X
X X X
X
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7
7a
7b
7c
7d
7e
7f
7g
7h

Part Construction
Make Sleeve
Make Cuff
Order Spring
Make Spring Housing
Buy Harness
Buy Velcro
Update Website
Manufacture Plan*
subtotal:

6
3
1
3
1
1
2
1
18

6
3
1
2
1
1
2
1
17

9a
9b
9c
9d

Device Construct
Assemble Prosthetic
Assemble Harness
Take Dev Pictures
Update Website
subtotal:

2
1
1
1
5

2
1
1
1
5

10
10a
10b
10c
10d
10e
10f
10g

Device Evaluation
List Parameters
Design Test&Scope
Obtain resources
Make test sheets
Plan analyses
Take Testing Pics
Update Website
subtotal:

3
4
6
10
8
1
1
33

2
3
4
10
6
1
1
27

11
11a
11b
11c
11d
11e

495 Deliverables
Get Report Guide
Make Rep Outline
Write Report
Make Slide Outline
Create Presentation
subtotal:

3
2
3
2
1
11

3
2
3
2
1
11

154
100 15400

114

9

Total Est. Hours=
Labor$

=Total Actual Hrs

Note: Deliverables*
Draft Proposal
Analyses Mod
Document Mods
Final Proposal
Part Construction
Device Construct
Device Evaluation
495 Deliverables
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APPENDIX F – Safety Job Hazard Analysis

JOB HAZARD ANALYSIS
{Handling the Cat Prosthetic}
Name: Joseph Watt

Reviewed by:
Approved by:

Location of Task:

Central Washington University

Required Equipment
/ Training for Task:

Requires professional animal handling skills.

Reference Materials
as appropriate:

Any animal disinfectant manuals/guides.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Required
(Check the box for required PPE and list any additional/specific PPE to be used in “Controls” section)

Gloves

Dust Mask

Eye
Protection

Welding
Mask

Appropriate
Footwear

Hearing
Protection

Protective
Clothing

Use of any respiratory protective device beyond a filtering facepiece respirator (dust mask) is voluntary
by the user.

PICTURES
(if applicable)

TASK DESCRIPTION

HAZARDS

CONTROLS

Putting on the
Cutting/rubbing Put the sock on the animal’s arm
prosthetic
from plastic
first
Wearing the Prosthetic Biting/Chewing Put protective coating spray on
prosthetic
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APPENDIX G – Resume

Joseph Watt
josephmwatt@gmail.com * 509-308-8219 * 1902 N Walnut Apt A1 * Ellensburg, WA 98926
Objective
A position that offers a learning experience.

Education
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering Technology
Specialization: Design
Central Washington University, Ellensburg WA

Exp. Fall 2019

Achievements/Activities
Dean’s List
ASME
Fundamentals of Engineering Exam

Fall 2015
2017-Present
Exp. 2019

Skills
SolidWorks Certified
Proficient in AutoCAD
Extensive Group Work
Capable of Leading a Team
Adjustability in Working Speed
Knowledge of Machining
Understanding of ANSI standard

Work Experience
Central Washington University Housing Custodian
• Learned to work efficiently both alone and in a team
•

Gained knowledge of how to work extensive hours

•

Carpet Crew Leader

Dairy Queen
• Shift Leader
•

Winter 2015-Fall 2017

Fall 2017-Present

Developed skills to work with customers and teammates efficiently

SENIOR PROJECT WEBSITE LINK
https://josephmwatt.wixsite.com/kikodot
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APPENDIX H – Test Plan

Introduction: The problem with PLA plastic is that it provides no grip, to remedy this a solution
will be made. The solution will be put onto the bottom of one of the failed sleeves and dragged
along a countertop to test for grip, the results will be compared to a sleeve without the epoxy on
the bottom.
• One requirement of the prosthetic is that it must be able to be able to stick to a smooth
surface with 10 pounds of weight.
• This will test the stability of the prosthetic on a hardwood or tile floor.
• I predict that the PLA plastic will stick fine once the epoxy is applied.
• Notes will be taken about the benefits of the epoxy and whether or not a new solution
will need to be created.
• Refer to Appendix A for scheduling.
Method/Approach:
• The only resources needed are an epoxy to coat one of the sleeves and two of the
previous attempts at the Kikodot Cat Prosthetic sleeve. The epoxy will be composed of a
silicon based epoxy and regular pink pencil eraser shavings, similarly to rubber beads in
canoe lining.
• The test will be done in front of the supervising professors and notes will be taken down
by the lead engineer.
• Two sleeves will be tested, one with and one without the epoxy. The sleeves will have
equal pressure put onto them and simultaneously dragged across the countertop.
• The test will be done with up to four trials.
• Data will be presented via notes in the testing section of the engineering report.
Test Procedure: (formal procedure)
• The first test will involve two of the past failed sleeves of the prosthetic. One of the
sleeves will have the lower half coated in an epoxy. Both will be dragged at the same
time across the countertop with the lead engineer putting an equal amount of force down
on each sleeve.
• The experiment will take up to ten to fifteen minutes.
• The test will be done in either the Hogue Senior Project room or the Metallurgy lab.
• Resources needed are two already-made sleeves as well as a regular bottle of epoxy and
pink eraser.
• Specific actions to complete the test,
o Step 1- Coat one of the sleeves from the midpoint down in epoxy
o Step 2- Hold both sleeves onto the countertop and put equal weight on them
o Step 3- Drag the sleeves from approximately 2 feet from the edge to the edge of
the counter.
o Step 4- Record how easily each sleeve was dragged
o Step 5- Repeat steps two to four with varying pressure on the sleeves
• If everyone is standing about five feet away with safety glasses they will be safe.
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Deliverables: (describe specific parameters and other outcomes)
• The epoxied-sleeve will not be damaged.
• Calculated values are based on how easily each sleeve is dragged based on a numbered
scale.
If the epoxied-sleeve succeeds then there will be no need to make a new solution.
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APPENDIX I – Data Sheets
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